
THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

MESSAGE TO THE CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL
HEALTH AND CO-OPERATION

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Colleagues,
Dear friends of the United Nations

It gives me great pleasure to greet you on this first day of

your course on Humanitarian Assistance offered by The

Center for International Health and Co-operation. You have

been brought here by a great friend of the United Nations and

a devoted partisan for peace, my friend Dr. Kevin Cahill.



The Diploma Course in Humanitarian Assistance is the

culmination of a growing realization that humanitarian work

is not only a calling, but a vocation.

Its practitioners face threats, problems and dilemmas for

which genuine academic and practical training are a must. By

taking this course, you will immerse yourselves in the most

important studies of humanitarian assistance as well as share

the experiences of some of its most seasoned practitioners.

You will gain a renewed appreciation for the challenges

of your work, and you will find new ways of co-ordinating

your efforts with all the groups and agencies who share your

commitment to humanitarianism.



The United Nations will remain the only global

organization entrusted with responding to humanitarian

disasters around the world. Our collective experiences reflect

not only the greatest challenges of humanitarian assistance,

but also the greatest successes.

We have much to teach our fellow agencies in \ \ \ : ',

humanitarian relief. But we also have much to learn. That is

why I am so delighted to see so many UN staff members

participating in this course ~ as students and teachers —

including representatives of UNICEF, UNHCR, UNRWA,

WFP, WHO and DHA.

The United Nations is committed in all areas of its work

to greater partnership with NGOs, regional organizations and

members of civil society.



Humanitarian assistance should be a model for such a

partnership. We bring to this great endeavor different skills,

different lessons and different tools. Our aim, however, is the

same: aid to the most needy, rescue to the most desperate.

Together, we can meet this challenge. Together, we can save

lives.

I am confident that this course will instill in you a greater

sense of the challenges and complexities of humanitarian

assistance. I am also confident that it will instill in you a

renewed commitment to this high and noble cause.

I wish you a successful and rewarding experience.




